
Final Internal Meeting

7 May



- Recap
- Reflection
- Contribution of DBS Chapter in MC
- Future Plans
- G10: Roles of MC Leader & Advisors



Recap

- G10 proposal 

- Internal and external meetings 

- Children Magazine - Vox Liberi 

- Finding Family project 

- Adoption Awareness Month 



Reflection
- G10 - Proposal 

- Have a glance of what a cas project looks like
- You will have to do it in g11

- G11 - Finding Family project
- Learn how to cooperate with classmates
- ‘Recognize and consider the ethics of choices and actions’

- G10 & G11 - Internal meeting
- ‘Showing commitment to this experience’
- ‘Recognize the benefits of working collaboratively’

- G10 & G11 Learn how to complete CAS experiences “efficiently”
- Using the least effort to gain CAS evidence



Contribution of DBS Chapter in MC

- One of nine chapters in MCYLC

- Considerably large group of members

- Pitching competitions

- Adoption Awareness - Best Creativity

- FF Project - Outstanding Copy

- Introduction video for Volunteer Appreciation Month

- Christmas Party (cancelled)

- Flag Day (cancelled)



Future Plans

- Continue with CHILDREN Magazine
- Popular among G11 and G12 if they need to write articles that help with their personal statements

- Any topic related to children (psychology, medicine, law etc.)

- Minimal editing process

- Cookie Sale (?)

- Hiking (?)

- Official closing ceremony from Mother’s Choice
- Distribution of certificates



Your Role in Mother’s Choice Next Year

G10 →  G11

- Welcomed to extend your membership as a MC Volunteer

- Not compulsory, flexible schedule

- G10 students from other programmes can join MC next year (Google Form)

- Welcomed to propose CAS Project ideas

G11 →  G12

- Will not be a member of MCYLC

- Welcomed to contribute for CAS experience (eg. CHILDREN Magazine)



Role of MC leader  

● As your CAS project for DP - year-long responsibility 
● Responsibility

○ Attend External Meetings and regular presentations 
○ Promot MC to new G10
○ Organise projects, activities & meetings
○ In charge of CAS hours of all members 

● Communication 
○ Cooperate with fellow advisors
○ Admin staff and Mr. Xiao
○ External: Mother’s Choice staff 

● Application 
○ Apply before 14/5 by Whatsapping me
○ (2 applications now)
○ Discussion / Interview



Role of Advisors (x3-4)

- Group leader of G10

- Communicate between G10 groups and Leader
- Preferably good friends

- Assist Leader in projects and meetings

- NOT a CAS Project UNLESS you organise your own activity with the resources that MC provide

- Apply any time, final decision on advisors will be made by next year’s leader



THANK YOU!


